
COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY LECTURE NOTES 

LECTURE 1 – WHAT IS COGNITION? 
 

• Cognition is from the Latin cognoscere, meaning ‘to know’ 
• We can think of cognition as an activity, whereby cognition is the activity of 

acquiring, organization and using information to enable adaptive, goal-directed 
behaviour 

• Cognition has to do with learning  
• It can be thought of as the study of information processing (includes mental 

processes such as learning, memory, attention, language, reasoning and decision 
making)  

• Information processing is a term which comes out of computing language indicating 
the link between cognitive psychology and computers and the direct influence 
computer science has had on cognitive psychology  

• ‘the mind is a system that creates representations of the world, so that we can act 
within it to achieve our goals’ which emphasizes the product of our mental 
representations of the world (internal mental data structures)  

• Cognitive abilities = intelligence  
 
Mental Representation 

• Cognitive agents have a means by which they can store information about things 
they have experienced and hence can represent the world to themselves  

• Able to think about things which aren’t present in their immediate environment and 
hence must’ve stored something about it and have a mental representation of it 

 
Cognitive Agents (cognisers) 

• Sense and act on the environment  
• Detect and effect changes in the environment  
• Gain information  
• Construct mental models to represent the causal structure of their environment 
• Adapt their mental models in response to feedback from their behaviour 
• Use mental models to guide future behaviour  
• e.g. aplysia, dog, IBM 

 
COMPUTATIONAL METAPHOR OF COGNITION (CLASSICAL 
COGNITION) 
 
Alan Turing  

• Alan Turing was a British mathematician who was involved in the development of 
computer science  

• ‘By the end of the Century… one will be able to speak of machines thinking without 
expecting to be contradicted’ – Alan Turing, 1950 

• This statement can be perceived as true or false, depending on what one believed 
‘thinking’ to be 

• The invention of the digital computer went hand in hand with the ‘cognitive 
revolution’ in psychology, and communication became a powerful metaphor for 
cognitive processes  



• Turing’s work inspired subsequent innovations in Artificial Intelligence (AI) = a 
research program dedicated to developing intelligent machines, modelled on human 
cognitive processes  

• His computing work goes hand in hand with early developments in cognitive 
psychology  

 
Cognition and Computers 

• Cognition as a flow of information through processing devices that encode, store 
and retrieve symbolic representations of knowledge  

o The brain is the hardware 
o The mind is the software (programme) à if the mind is software, then it may 

as well be able to be recognised on any hardware, not just the brain, which 
underlies artificial intelligence 

• Cognition is analogous to the operations of a digital computer 
• Underlying assumption that when we think, we think in symbols (syntax, code)  
• Cognition occurs in some kind of mental language, which is different from our verbal 

language  
• This allows creatures without a spoken language to think 

 
Information Processing Model of Memory 

 
• Sensory signals provide ‘input’ to the system 
• Transduction of sensory signals to a mental code for central processing  
• Further processing (computation) in short-term/working memory, informed by long 

term memory  
• Information processing models of memory don’t discuss the brain (structure) and 

hence show how the mind (software) is not dependent on the brain (hardware) 
 
Classical Cognition 

• Thought processes reflect the mental manipulation of symbols according to syntactic 
rules, for combining those symbols  

• Symbols represent our knowledge of things and events (concepts) and our 
knowledge of the way concepts can relate to one another  

• Words and numerals are examples of these symbols 
• Syntactic rules are the ‘program’ of the mind, expressed in ‘mentalese’ – the 

language of thought 
• Natural languages translate mentalese into a publically expressible format 
• Classical cognition can be used to model intelligent behaviour (e.g. problem solving, 

reasoning)  



o The steps we go through to solve a problem can be represented in an explicit 
symbolic code (series of commands)  

o Classical cognition is good for formal problems and logical reasoning  
o Classical cognition is bad for perception, action, recognising patterns  

 
Symbolic Representations 
 

Propositional Representations  
• Propositional Representations = a symbolic code to express the meaning of a 

particular relationship among concepts  
• Propositions are derived from propositional logic and express underlying 

meaning, independent of the specific surface details of an utterance, written 
sentence, image or witnessed object/event  

• Propositional representations are an abstract, symbolic code, like a 
mathematical formula  

• Composed of the predicate and a number of arguments  
o Predicate expresses the relationship between elements  
o Argument (semantic elements) expresses the subject and object 

elements  
• Propositions take the form of a predicate-argument schema = predicate 

(argument, argument etc.) (i.e. relationship (subject, object))  
• The same abstract propositional frame/schema can express many different 

surface forms  
• Propositions can be combined to represent more complex relationships  

 
Semantic Networks 

• Represents our semantic knowledge as organised into a hierarchy  
• Semantic knowledge is coded in propositional form expressing relationships 
• These relationships between subject/object form the network  

 
Analogue Representations 

• Shepard and Metzler (1971) 
o Mental Imagery and Mental Rotation 
o Subjects were presented with pairs of 3D drawings 
o Subjects had to determine if the pairs were identically, just rotated spatially  
o Hypothesised that the task would be done by forming a 3D mental image of 

the object and rotating it to attempt to match the other image  
o Results confirm this hypothesis, because time taken to confirm the objects 

were the same increased proportionally to the angular rotational difference 
between them (more rotated = more time)  

o The data provided compelling evidence that at least some of our cognitive 
processes are carried out using analogue representations, rather than 
abstract symbols 

o Mental images are analogous to what they represent  
o We ‘manipulate’ mental images in our minds in a manner analogous to the 

way in which we might physically manipulate a real object  
 
DYNAMIC, EMBODIED, SITUATED COGNITION 

• Cognition is dynamic 



o Unfolds over time and space 
o Cognition is inseperable from sensing, thinking, acting in real time 

• Study: Spivey and Dale (2006)  
o Aimed to demonstrate that classical cognition doesn’t explain the way we 

make perceptual decisions 
o Real time cognition is best described not as a sequence of logical operations 

performed on discrete symbols but as a continuously changing pattern of 
neuronal activity  

o Between describable states of mind, mental activity does not lend itself to the 
linguistic labels relied on by much of psychology  

o Using continuous online experimental measures as eye-tracking and 
computer-mouse-tracking (instead of outcome based measures such as 
reaction time and accuracy), it is possible to see that mental activity is being 
conducted in between those seemingly discrete thoughts 

• Cognition is embodied 
o Our embodied interactions with the world provide the basis for higher level 

thought process 
o Our knowledge is grounded in physical interactions with the world  
o Metaphors (e.g. to solve a problem in our minds we search through a mental 

problem space, as f searching a physical environment) 
• Cognition is situated  

o We structure the physical environment to support our cognitive processes  
o e.g. we lay things out in physical space to help us think about how to organise 

out ideas 
o Use lists to prompt memory etc.  
o The situatedness of cognition opens the possibility that cognition extends 

beyond the individual brain to include social, cultural and environmental 
elements  

o The DES approach to cognition also emphasises the role of development, 
social interactions and emotions in supporting higher level cognitive 
processes  

• Conceptual abstract knowledge must be grounded in our perceptions and 
interactions with the world  

• There is a fundamental relationship between cognition, sensation, perception and 
emotion  

 
SYMBOL GROUNDING 

• Conceptual abstract knowledge must be grounded in our perceptions and 
interactions with the world  

• There is a fundamental relationship between cognition, sensation, perception and 
emotion  

• e.g. sensory-motor development is the groundwork in infants for higher level 
cognition  

 
HIERARCHY OF REPRESENTATION 

• Mental representations form a hierarchy:  
o Sensory-based representations  
o Image-based representations (relations between elements)  
o Propositional/linguistic representations  



• Representations become increasingly independent of the environmental stimuli they 
represent 

• Symbolic representations are ‘grounded’ in sensory, perceptual and emotional 
representations, derived from experience with the world  

 


